
FUJITAYA Kyoto: A guest house that involves the community and shows how wonderful 

about Japan 

Feel Japan inc. location Shimogyo-ku, Kyoto City 

 

 FUJITAYA Kyoto is not just a place of accommodation. It is also a guest house where 

guests can “feel Japan.” Its concept is to connect people, whether connecting the hosts 

with guests, guests with the other guests, or guests with people in the neighborhood. It 

offers hands-on activities such as sightseeing tours in Kyoto, cycling tours, takoyaki parties, 

Japanese calligraphy workshops, and Japanese sweets-making classes. In addition, 

FUJITAYA offers its guests many contact points with the local community such as 

introducing them to nearby restaurants or public bath, or seniors in the community. 

 

 FUJITAYA opened in 2014 with nine guest rooms. In its second year of operation, it 

achieved an occupancy rate of over 90% and a single-year profit. It plans to open a second 

guest house in April 2017. 

 

 95% of FUJITAYA’s guests are overseas tourists (of whom, 70 to 80% are from Europe and 

North America). It has earned good reviews from past guests (number of comments posted 

at TripAdvisor.com: 207 (of these, 97.1% said FUJITAYA was either “very good” or “good”) 

(as of February 8, 2017)). 

 

 To offer customer services that create a heart-to-heart connection with guests, FUJITAYA 

treats its staff well and values their motivation. For instance, it organizes events that utilize 

each staff member’s skills, such as asking a staff member who used to be a pastry chef to 

organize a Japanese sweets-making class. When the staff has fun, guests will enjoy 

themselves as well, which leads to trusted and positive feedback from guests. 

 

 FUJITAYA also values its connections with the local community. Since it routinely reminds 

its guests how to take care of garbage and not to make loud noises, there has been no 

trouble with the local community. It sometimes invites local residents to have fun with 

guests, such as inviting a local resident who plays the shamisen (traditional Japanese 

instrument). FUJITAYA aims to co-exist with the local community and does take actions to 

achieve it. Some of these actions include helping nearby cafes to translate their menu into 

English, and making the Vegetarian Card (a card that shows what the carrier of the card 

cannot eat) it gives to guests to help them communicate with waitpersons in restaurants. 

These efforts have created a good relationship with residents, who help FUJITAYA’s guests 

find the way to the guest house when needed. Although many guests are from overseas, 

FUJITAYA has become a guest house that has strong roots in the local community. 
 



URL: http://fujitaya-kyoto.jp/ （website） 

URL: https://www.facebook.com/Fujitaya-Kyoto-163023633908189/（facebook） 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Japanese sweets-making class Takoyaki party 

Source : Feel Japan inc. website  

http://fujitaya-kyoto.jp/
https://www.facebook.com/Fujitaya-Kyoto-163023633908189/

